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I had been called by God who is Father, Son and Spirit to legislate make or use
laws
One of the first legislative documents was the removal of restrictions
I decreed this to specific people but did not consider the consequences for my
life
 The mists around the closed and clouded minds must be dissipated.
 The hindrances and entanglements must be removed so the limitations of
minds that are stuck in what has been can become free to embrace what can
be so it can become what will be.
 The veils must be removed and restrictions lifted to embrace the limitless
potential of My reality.
 The way, truth and life are to be experienced not conceptualised and
contained.
 The limits of what is possible must be removed for My purpose to be
achieved.
You must begin to entertain limitless grace and mercy to be able to grasp what
is true reality beyond all expectations.
Call for the legislation of justice where Lion and Eagle will roar and soar.
New dimensions of everything can be yours if you are willing to let go of the old and
embrace the challenge of the new.
My legislative response
 I call for the removal of the limits to unveil the beyond, the limitless potential
possibilities of eternal reality.
 I call for freedom from the religious restrictions that are creating limitations.
 I call for justice against all the fear based entanglements that are hindering us
being a place of exchange.
 I call the heavenly hosts to be witnesses for justice that all mind-sets of
limitation will be exposed and removed from benches of 3, 7, 12, and all
mountain benches.
 I call for the courage and boldness to possess the unknown to be instilled into
all of our hearts and minds
 I call for all selfishness to be exposed and surrendered.
 I call for hearts, minds and wills to be filled with compassion, zeal and
passion.
 I call for all confusion to be removed from our hearts and minds.
 I call for all obstacles to be removed from those who will be drawn to the light.
 I call for the mountains to be made low and the valleys lifted up, the rough
places smooth and the crooked paths made straight.
 I call for the opening and administration of the everlasting doors and the
spiritual atmosphere over us to be cleansed.
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I call for the angelic armies of heaven to be released with fire into the
atmosphere over our spheres of influence
I call for the principality of our city of refuge to be installed.

Son it is time to come with Me into the recesses of My mind. You have stood
within My heart and felt My emotions they have moved you to action.
I wish to take you deeper into My consciousness the dimension of pure
thought the true precepts revealed in the purity of light, the very essence of My
being.
My mind is creative energy in its first state.
Son you have only felt the result of My being which has formed you out of My
desire.
As your mind is renewed and transfigured it will take on the ability to engage
the pure creative energy of My being.
From light you came to be and you are framed in light but you have yet to
transcend the barrier to engage My reality.
The light of your consciousness is the bridge to trans-dimensional existence
and true sonship.
The transfiguration that is required is just the external representation that can
be seen but reflects the light that is your true being.
Your body came from the dust of your first physical estate but your spirit and
soul belong to a different reality.
You have choices to make that will either limit or release you to or from your
present reality.







As I dance with the Father on the dance floor I step into the light for the mind
of God to radiate my consciousness with truth.
I step into the darkness to discover that which is hidden within God for me to
experience in the wonder of intimacy.
The light of truth comes flooding out of the darkness into the light.
The deeper truth is hidden as mysteries within the God’s consciousness in the
caverns of His mind.
It is amazing to glimpse into the light and darkness to see how the quantum
mechanic
The amazing power of consciousness that is rewiring my mind to embrace the
eternal perspective of infinite potential possibilities.

Son walk with Me beyond beyond to where you are destined to be.
 We walk through a doorway onto the timeline of my life.
 I saw multiple paths created by my mind and engaged by my choice.
 I saw where making no choices will lead me.
 I saw where making wrong choices will take me.
 My first reaction was that I needed to know the right path
 The feelings of loss regret sadness started to overwhelm my emotions.
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Son I am the master of all reality everything is contained within Me.
I am; therefore everything is contained within infinite potential possibilities.



Son you are created and crafted with the created nature of I am as a son of
God.
Your true potential is limitless but is controlled by the boundaries that exist
within your consciousness.
Son rest in the 7th day to embrace the new beginnings of the 8th day.
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I saw creative possibilities springing from my mind all are good and all lead to
positive outcomes.
Then I saw it the golden thread that can be traced intersecting my time
streams.
It was fixed at both ends but flexible and movable by my choices
My desire was to choose only God’s path.
I yielded and surrendered all that can be to become what I am in You.
I fixed my eyes, my consciousness upon that thread and I realise that my
desire to choose only the right path released me to create any path all the
potential possibilities of creative expression are good and acceptable to God
I stand in the creative mind of God in eternity and embrace the thoughts of
God, that consciousness and reality that begins to reconnect the pathways
within my brain to restore my mind and consciousness to the eternal
perspective.

Son if you don't find rest at the end of the old there can be no beginning of the
new.
Son learn from Me and find the rest that emanates from a gentle and humble
heart settled in the true conscious knowledge of sonship.
Rest is where identity, position and purpose can release true eternal destiny
through kingdom government.
Son you are authorised to bring order and direction. I have called and
mandated you to establish government.
I stand in the creative mind of God filled with potential energy ready to be
imparted to be released. Energised by the consciousness of God expanded
reality
Son disciple unrestricted warriors who function as the judges and officials of
government.
Son rest close to Me feel My love and My peace and now let My joy motivate
you to do nothing but look and see.
I see trees of provision lining the banks of the river with leaf and flowers and
fruit all at the same time.
Son seed time and harvest is always here if you do nothing.

I see myriads of angels in rows going off into the distance each carrying provisions
flasks of oil in many colours manna fruit jewels gems weapons mantles crowns and
some seem to have raw materials of many kinds wood, metal and things I can't
identity but everything is living materials that has manifold potential.
















Son you have the words of the breath of life when you are at rest and peace.
I can see superimposed over each angel like a door that is an opportunity to
access.
Son these are the portals of Zion that open up when you see from rest.
Son the desires of a heart at rest open these doors of potential possibilities.
See with your heart I begin to see tunnels of light like wormholes of
connection.
I am seeing the entrances to the points of Metatron's cube and the tree of life
governmentally within its matrixes. Son what do you now feel?
I feel a new sense of wonder and awe of inspiration to go deeper into rest.
I seem to go into a sort of cocoon where the walls around me are layers of
past experience.
One new man where there is oneness like God is one.
I hear and feel the frequency of oneness
I sense the reverberation of John 17 let them be one as we are one bring me
to new reality.
I am not restricted I am being incubated within all that I know from my present
reality.
All that I am in identity and relationship in rest beckons me into the depths of a
new reality.
All that oneness is opens my mind to touch all that was and will be.
Only the deeper rest of being one new man, oneness free from all that
separates and divides and restricts and entangles can emerge from the
cocoon of present reality.





Let this mind be in you that is in Christ Jesus so I can be in I am.
I am contains all in all was is will be from before the foundation of the world.
I am standing in the beginning and the end within the cocoon of the oneness
of I am.



Son look and see the Seraphim are waiting to put the coals from the altar of
sacrifice to touch the maps, visions and destinies of men.
They are waiting for My people to set the precedent as Abraham did to
yield and present the promise on the altar.



 When My people are truly willing to present themselves on the altar here
then I will release the burning ones who carry My glory to bring My fire
of transformation and transfiguration onto the earth once more.
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 Yet once more will the everlasting doors be opened and My fire will give
My people access to the resources of glory.
 Who will answer the call to come to the fire of the altar?
 Who will respond by laying all their own agendas down so that they can
truly say here am I send me?
 The ancients paths will be paths of glory fire as My glorified voice in fire
calls out to My people to marry Me.
 Son a whole new reality awaits those whose will is yielded and
surrendered and yoked to mine and who choose Me over and above
themselves.













The time of the separation of singlehood is nearly over.
The joy of walking together in the celestial and the terrestrial will be restored.
Come fire walk with Me and new vistas and new horizons will come into view.
The marriage will be a marriage consummated in fire just as it must be
prepared by fire.
My bride make yourselves ready for our big day.
The forerunners are hearing My invitation but are slow to respond woe to
those who reject My invitation because the consuming fire of My glory will
come.
I am longsuffering and patient but yet once more I will shake the heavens and
the earth and My glorified voice in fire will consume and consummate.
The season of My justice will continue before greater grace and grace upon
grace will be released.
Let the sons of God arise to administrate justice so My bride can be glorified
by fire.
The contained fire of the altar or fire storms of heaven poured out you have
the choice.
Son I showed you many years ago the two sides of fire now the reality of that
will be released.

I took another walk it was dimly lit and took time for my eyes to adjust
There were pathways crossing and connecting and we came to a gulf where the
paths stopped
Son you cannot see in the darkness because you are looking with the wrong eyes.
Don't try just rest be enveloped with that which is the mystery hidden for you to
discover.
 I saw new pathways opening
 I saw new doors to discover new dimensions of reality.
 I saw the light the energy the atmosphere.
 I feel that I am walking in the recesses of my own mind again
 I see the new paths reconnecting my mind to areas of my consciousness that
are the eternal memories of who I was.
 I feel and sense the potential possibilities of the eternal reality
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The capacities that have been locked and hidden are now beginning to
reconnect.
There were doors beyond the gulf that I knew were closed but not locked
I saw the bridges begin to span the gulf between what was and what is and
what will be.
I began to see that which is shrouded in the mists of the long forgotten and
now unknown mysteries clearing.
I saw the Truth the reality that once was, begin to come into view as my
consciousness entertains this new vista of eternal recollection.
I saw my position within the mind of God pre-eternal sonship I am as I have
always been known.
I saw beyond the boundaries and limitations of my consciousness that have
been disconnected from true reality.
I saw a possibility and chose it
I pop the quiff and collapse the mystery into reality.

Call My children to come to maturity to take charge of the mountain of the
house of the Lord and to take their places in charge of the courts of the
heavenly.
It is time for the transfiguration of sonship to embrace the creative light of
sonship and walk in the light beyond the veil and radiate that light on the
earth.


Son as the rhythm of My heart beat increases so will the intensity of the light
that shines and radiates through sons who walk in the creative light beyond
the torn veil of an open heaven.



Son walk with Me. We stand in front of the throne where the ancient of days
releases the river of fire.
We walk into the river sinking into baptism in fire immersed in the consuming
fire of God's presence.
I submerged in the representation of the passion of the heart of God that is
found in the eternal state of the womb of the purity of His desire expressed in
His thoughts.
I yield totally to the purification of the baptism of fire and I become restored
reshaped in the eternal mould.
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We emerge to stand on the firestones. Son now be in the fullness of the 9
stones, strands, streams, ages, precepts, characteristics, skins, dimensions, 9
lights of ascension to the maturity of sonship.
Son My sons must become and be and so complete the 12 stones of the
government of the order of Melchizedek.

 Son call for reconciliation and restoration that will renew the minds of
My people to know My heart and to be revealed onto the earth to remove
all barriers divides boundaries and divisions of men.
 Let a new constitution be unveiled signed and agreed between heaven
and earth and new founding fathers be invested to establish new
spiritual government.
 Let all identity that has been established by men making a name for
themselves be removed all nationalist and territorial mindsets be
broken.
 Let a new identity be established let new principalities be put in place.
 Forever more let these people be called God's people and this land be
known as God's land.
 Let the characteristics of true sonship be revealed. Love joy peace
patience tolerance goodness kindness faithfulness humility and self
control
 Issue a new call let the sound go out and reverberate throughout the
land.
 The call to sonship to restore the Crown of the kingdom to the people of
God.
 I call for the 24 governmental positions of the crown's mountain
benches to be occupied and the investiture and enthronements to be
completed.
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